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MEDIA STATEMENT  
 
 

Mikes Motors was found guilty of contravening the Consumer Protection Act  
 

The National Consumer Commission (NCC) welcomes the decision handed down by the 

National Consumer Tribunal (NCT), confirming that Mikes Motors contravened the provisions of 

the Consumer Protection Act (CPA).   

 

The NCC referred Mikes Motors to the Tribunal after receiving a complaint from a consumer 

alleging that he took his vehicle to Mikes Motors based in Howick in KwaZulu Natal for repairs. 

The Commission’s investigation revealed that the supplier took the consumer’s vehicle for 

repairs, accepted a deposit of R15 000.00 from the consumer to repair the vehicle, failed to 

repair the vehicle and failed to return the vehicle to the consumer in the condition it was when 

the vehicle was made available to the supplier; thus contravening Sections 19 (2)(a)(i) and 54 

(1)(d) of the CPA.  

 

Under section 19(2)(a)(1) a supplier is required to deliver goods or perform services on the 

agreed date and time, or within the reasonable time after concluding the agreement with the 

consumer.   

 

Section 54 (1)(d) provides that when a supplier undertakes to perform any services for or on 

behalf of a consumer, the consumer has a right to the return of any property or control over any 

property of the consumer is at least as good a condition as it was when the consumer made it 

available to the supplier for the purpose of performing such services, having regard to the 

circumstances of the supply and any specific criteria of conditions agreed upon between the 

supplier and the consumer before or during the performance of the services.  

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 The NCT ruled that Mikes Motors contravened both Sections 19 and 54 of the CPA. The supplier 

was ordered to refund the consumer the deposit of R15 000.00 and pay the consumer the book 

value of the vehicle. Mikes Motors was also ordered to pay an administrative fine of 

R100 000.00. 

 

Acting National Consumer Commissioner Ms. Thezi Mabuza said Mikes Motors’ conduct is 

inconsistent with the CPA and unacceptable. “The CPA prohibits suppliers from taking 

consumer’s money and a vehicle, but fail to effect repairs in a manner and quality that persons 

are generally entitled to expect or at least return the motor vehicle in no worse a condition than 

it was when the supplier received it. The issue is worse where, as was the case in this matter, 

the supplier takes the consumer’s money and the vehicle with the intention not to repair the 

vehicle or return the vehicle to the consumer. The Commission welcomes the ruling and we 

believe that this ruling will deter other suppliers who disregard the rights of the consumers and 

the CPA. The Commission endeavors to promote a fair marketplace, and we can only achieve 

this when consumers experiencing unfair business practices file complaints with the NCC. This 

allows us to investigate the matter and fight for consumer’s redress” she concluded.  
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